A Complete the sentences with ‘on’ ‘in’ or ‘at’.

1. I sometimes surf the Internet ____________ the afternoon.
2. We always study English ____________ Monday and Wednesday.
3. He usually meets his friends ____________ the weekend.
4. Do you sometimes go out to a restaurant ____________ the evening?
5. My birthday is ____________ June.
6. I usually have breakfast ____________ the morning.
7. She sometimes watches TV ____________ night.
8. I always go on holiday ____________ August.

B Complete the paragraph with the words in the box.

birthday cake  birthday card  birthday party
celebrate  dancing  eat out  sing
go out  invitations  meet  present

I always (1) ____________ my birthday.
I always have a (2) _____________.
I send (3) _____________. to my friends. We always (4) _____________. We never stay at home. Sometimes we (5) _____________. in a bar or (6) _____________. at a restaurant.
My friends always give me a (7) _____________. and a (8) _____________. They usually (9) _____________. ‘Happy Birthday’. Then we eat the (10) _____________. We sometimes go (11) _____________. I love music!

C Write the months of the year in order, and then say them aloud.

January ____________

___________________

___________________

D Match the words to the pictures.

1. camera
2. chocolate
3. clothes
4. flowers
5. jewellery
6. perfume
7. watch

I always (1) _____________. my birthday.
I always have a (2) _____________.
I send (3) _____________. to my friends. We always (4) _____________. We never stay at home. Sometimes we (5) _____________. in a bar or (6) _____________. at a restaurant.
My friends always give me a (7) _____________. and a (8) _____________. They usually (9) _____________. ‘Happy Birthday’. Then we eat the (10) _____________. We sometimes go (11) _____________. I love music!
E Write about yourself. On my birthday, I …

1 meet friends

2 eat out / restaurant

3 have / birthday party

4 go out / evening

5 celebrate / home

6 get / birthday presents

F Correct the mistakes using ‘and’.

1 I like to go out sing dance.

2 We usually get up eat breakfast.

3 He goes to bars cafés restaurants on his birthday.

4 Do you like perfume chocolate flowers jewellery?

5 She has a camera a watch clothes.

6 They watch DVDs surf the Internet meet friends at the weekend.

G Look at the pictures and complete the words.

1 ch___e  c___e

2 b___n

3 c___

4 f___y

5 b___c___

6 g___t

7 b___y c___s